
 

Minecraft: Pocket Edition v1.14.2.51-beta APK Free Download Are you tired of spending hours Minecraft Pocket Edition each day, just to reach the same level? Not anymore! With this latest update, that is now possible. Here are some tips on how to beat the game quickly and easily!

Everyone has had a game of Minecraft saved on their phone at one point or another. It can either be 8-Bit Mario, The Sims launcher, or Saints Row 4 - but something about it made it worth playing again and again for hours on end for years on end without ever growing out of it... 

It is arguably the most popular game of all time, and there is no denying that. The mobile version has been downloaded over 500 million times and has been played by over 90% of the world's population!

What makes it so addictive? Well, for one thing, it is highly customizable! There are several dozen mods available for free on the play store including new animals and races, magic systems, crafting systems and many different biomes to explore (for those who like to explore).

Minecraft Pocket Edition also has a massive community that keeps growing every day. A large part of this community is made up of people who play on YouTube - we will talk about those later on. 

It is pretty easy to find people who will say that their Minecraft games are the best, and the biggest - and we applaud them for that! But we also understand that experiences can vary - so we decided to put together a list of some of the best Minecraft pocket edition videos.

The first thing you will notice about these videos, is that there is an average of 5-12 million views for each video. You should also take note that the majority of these videos come from YouTube channels with at least 1.5 million subscribers. 

So how do we know they are still relevant? Well, first off, there is a high amount of repeat viewers and comments. A good amount of which are people asking about new mods and game updates. This means these channels are staying alive!

But aside from that, remember how we mentioned YouTube? Well, aside from the fact that uploading videos to YouTube is one of the most popular ways to share your 'Minecraft experiences' with others - you can actually play Minecraft with others on YouTube!

There are several different server providers out there who use this feature. Some of the most popular being CubeCraft Games, CraftCity, and CubeCraft Network. You can imagine how many people have downloaded this app in order to take part in their fun!

This means that millions of people are playing Minecraft Pocket Edition on YouTube every day! It is safe to say that this game has created a community that is much bigger than you ever thought possible. And if you are looking for ways to get into it, then YouTube is the best place to start.
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